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Coulon set out to reveal to us "l'unite de 
Mor6as," but to tell us that it consists in being 
"classic" in his various phases (pp. 99, 100) 
and then that to be classic means to be " beau- 
tiful " (p. 103) adds nothing to our information; 
finally when we are told that we must, however, 
consider Mor6as as classic only " autant que nous 
serons pr8ts 6galement A le traiter de romantique" 
(p. 106), we are entirely at sea. 

Rostand's new edition of Les Musardises is 
worthy of mention here on account of the light 
it offers to a student wishing to understand the 
later dramatist. First of all, his Neo-Romanti- 
cism as opposed to Realism comes out on every 
page. 

Et je vous aime, ombre des choses, 
Plus que lee choses bien souvent! (p. 229.) 

There are also some striking " rapprochements" 
to be made with his later works. The fundamental 
idea of Cyrano, the hero with the ridiculous ap- 
pearance and the delightful romanesque fire, is 
found in " Le Contrebandier, " that masterly 
evocation of Don Quixote, the dear, incurable 
dreamer, who endeavors to smuggle into France 
his helmet, lance and escutcheon, the emblems of 
poetry banished from among us. 

Moi qui ne vieillis pas, je sens vieillir l'Europe. 
Je devine combien s'dpaissit et sirope 

Le sang latin si -lair jadis. (p. 282.) 

We find as well the germinal idea of "La Prin- 
cesse Lointaine," except that there the poet does 
not come from, but starts for the land of dreams, 
the South and the Orient. Further, the type of 
the conscientious, not over-intelligent man, who 
thinks that the welfare of the world depends on 
the fulfilment of his humble daily task, like 
Chantecler who believes that his song causes the 
sun to rise, is impersonated in an old faithful pion 
de lycee, Pif-Luisant. The love for animals, es- 
pecially domestic animals, also announces the 
future author of the barnyard play. It is to be 
noted that the idea of putting sacred themes into 
French had occurred to Rostand long before be 
wrote La Samaritaine, or the exquisite fourth 
act of Chanteeler. The " Pri&re de Matin " in 
the Musardises (pp. 224-226) is the Lord's 
Prayer in poetical form. 

We find here also the technique of the later 

Rostand. In the Musardcses the reader will find 
many freely-coined, strange-looking terms, as 
"s' arc-en-ci6liser," "marescalcier," calembours 
like the refrain of "Les deux Cavaliers": 

Ame, ma sceur &me, ne vois-tu rien venir ?, 

or variations on a poetical motif, such as the daz- 
zling "ICharivari a la lune," which announces 
the famous passage on the " Point sur un i" in 
Qqrano, and many others in (Chantecter. 

A. SCHINZ. 
Bryn Mawr College. 

Geoffroy Chaucer, par 2MIL:E LEGoUIs. [Les 
Grands Ecrivains Etrangers.] Paris, Bloud & 
Cie., 1910. 

With memories of M. Legouis' penetrating and 
distinguished study of Wordsworth, one takes up 
his volume on Chaucer in keenest expectation of 
finding a similarly illuminating discussion, and 
there is no disappointment. As the author him- 
self points out, this is the first volume in French 
to devote itself to a comprehensive analysis of the 
literary development of Chaucer. M. Taime and 
M. Jusserand have given brief studies in their 
histories of English literature, but M. Legouis 
has undertaken a far more extended and exactly 
critical study than has ever before appeared in 
the language which was so intimately associated 
with Chaucer's life and art. Unquestionably this 
is the best general study of Chaucer yet published. 
The book is not controversial ; it advances no new 
theories nor does it combat old ones. The whole 
plan of procedure is to make the personality and 
the poetry of the medieval poet alive for the mod- 
ern reader by givinig careful presentation of bio- 
graphical details and other facts, by summarizing 
succinctly the accepted opinions regarding dis- 
puted points, and, furthermore, by interpreting 
the poetry in M. Legouis' own masterly manner 
of criticism. A judicious conservatism is apparent 
throughout, never a bigoted conservatism but a 
sane, steady desire to present no apocryphal 
material. 

.The point of greatest interest in the book is the 
very careful study of Chaucer's evolution as a 
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literary artist. Most graphically M. Legouis 
pictures the way in which the alert and buoyant 
young poet imitated, reacted from his imitations, 
and became individual, independent, national, by 
a steady development. It is with special deftness 
and adroit subtle appreciation that the qualities 
of Chaucer's humor are brought out. The expo- 
sition does not throw a false emphasis, as do so 
many attempts to analyze that element in Chau- 
cer's work. The critic is aware of the objective, 
picturesque details of comic situation, but he is 
equally conscious of the fine, playful, ironic 
laughter which breaks down so many conventions 
of art and of human hypocrisy. Unusually dis- 
criminating tribute is paid to the intellectual 
equipment of Chaucer. His skill as a diplomat, 
his shrewd, kindly acquaintance with the world 
of commerce, as well as his preoccupation with 
books receive appreciative recognition. In the 
account of French sources, in the keenly imagi- 
native analysis of The Hous of Fame, and espe- 
cially in the discussion of the Prologue to The 
Canterbury Tales M. Legouis has made a most 
important contribution to Chaucer study. Here 
he gives an impressive lesson in the art of 
criticism. 

A fastidious scholarship is exercised in dealing 
with the Chaucer criticism of today. Debatable 
points are touched with caution, yet M. Legouis 
does not fail to indicate his own attitude. Such 
questions as that of Chaucer's possible residence 
at Cambridge, or of his meeting with Petrarch 
are discussed in a way to suggest that the critic 
has done independent thinking on these subjects. 
Perhaps some readers will feel that the influence 
of Boethius does not receive due attention, others 
may find that the study of the late Minor Poems 
lacks the sympathy which is elsewhere most 
clearly shown. Mr. Manly might be moved by 
the reference to Pierre Langland (p. 141) and 
certainly Mr. Skeat would comment upon Guido 
de Colonna. Other critics might feel that Queen 
Anne is given too close an association with the 
Legende of Good Women. Here, M. Legouis has 
shown admirable taste in avoiding the topic of 
priority of the prologues, a subject which we 
know has special interest for him. The disturb- 
ing question as to the date of The Hous of Fame 
he has ignored, although in placing his discussion 

of that poem after the study of The Parlement of 
Foules he has indicated his point of view. How- 
ever, these are all topics which are not of primary 
interest for the general reader, and all honor 
should be paid to the exactness of statement 
when statements are based upon Life Records or 
upon well-authenticated evidence, and to the ex- 
ceedingly wary fashion in which M. Legouis has 
indicated just where, in many cases, is the bor- 
derland of doubt. 

The translations of Chaucer deserve examina- 
tion because of their successful rendering of the 
original. Not only do they convey the meaning 
of the poet, but they suggest his very style and 
cadences. Those which are in stanza form seem 
rather more effective than those in couplet. The 
following stanza from The Priores8e8 Tale may be 
quoted to show how in diction, style, metre, and 
rime, the translator has succeeded in echoing his 
original: 

Noght wiste he what this Latin was to seye, 
For he so yong and tendre was of age; 
But on a da.y his felaw gan to preye, 
Texpounden, him this song in his langage, 
Or telle him why this song was in usage; 
This preyde he him to construe and declare 
Ful ofte tyme upon his knowes bare. 

Point ne savait ce que latin veut dire 
Car il etait tout jeune et tendre d'fge, 
Si pria-t-il un plus grand de traduire 
Ce chant pour lui dans le commun langage 
En lui disant quel etait son usage; 
II l'adjura d'y mettre mots connus 
Par mainte fois, et sur ses genoux nus. 

Skill in rendering the stychomathia in many 
poems, as, for example, in The Houw of Fame, 
should be noted as evidence of the way in which 
M. Legouis has entered into the Chaucerian mood. 

Special satisfaction is to be found in the perfect 
literary form of M. Legouis' book. Frequently, 
in these days, it is true that important discoveries 
and suggestions about Chaucer are expressed in 
crude fashion, without systematic plan of exposi- 
tion and with a more than medieval disregard for 
punctuation and the normal uses of the relative 
pronoun. So careless, often, are the sentences of 
advanced scholarship that the mere student is 
obliged to read and reread paragraphs which 
are veritable literary puzzles. M. Legouis has 
not, I believe, an obscure sentence, yet his style 
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possesses lightness and zest and variety. With 
true Gallic tact and expressiveness he has written 
an invaluable book, in which he has brought to 
English readers a quickened sense of Chaucer's 
enduring position in the world's literature. 

MARTHA HALE SHACKFORPD. 
Wellesley College. 

Old Spanish Readinge, selected on the basis of 
critically edited texts. Edited, with Intro- 
duction, Notes and Vocabulary, by J. D. M. 
FORD. Boston, New York, Chicago, London: 
Ginn and Co., [1911]. 12mo., xliv + 312 pp. 

This book serves not only as a text-book for 
students but as a hand book. for specialists. The 
Introduction, after a brief statement of the scope 
and historical position of Spanish, gives a list of 
the more important works on Spanish historical 
grammar. Ford then makes an exposition of the 
laws of phonology, which forms a most valuable 
guide to the beginner in the subject. There is no 
corresponding treatment of morphology and syn- 
tax; for this we are referred to the notes and 
vocabulary. Nevertheless, the student would 
have welcomed a consecutive treatment of mor- 
phology or even the paradigms of the inflected 
parts of speech. Discussion of disputed points of 
grammar are very properly omitted in the intro- 
duction and placed in the notes. 

The Texts begin with a group of four Latin 
documents of the years 804, 935, 1039 and 1065, 
respectively. In a second division we may put 
the Silos glosses edited by Priebscb. Then follow 
the Reyes Magos complete, and well selected pas- 
sages in verse and prose, beginning with the Cid 
and ending with the Dan9a General. While each 
selection is reproduced verbatim from a critical 
edition, Ford offers ini the notes many valuable 
emendations and suggestions, making indeed a 
new critical edition of each selection. 

The Notes are especially full and accurate. 
They contain chapters on the literary history of 
the documents, in addition to literary and lin- 
guistic commentary on special points of interest. 
The most striking chapter is the twenty-one 

pages of commentary on the three-page text of 
the Glosses,-a commentary which in itself forms 
an excellent introduction to Spanish historical 
grammar. Among the many detailed discussions 
in the notes may be mentioned the treatment of 
the terminations of the imperfect indicative of -er 
and -ir verbs (pp. 119-121). The suggestion 
that here we have a secondary influence of the 
subjunctive forms in -iese seems quite plausible, 
as does also the theory that the shortened forms 
of the atonic pronouns may be due to redivision 
of preposition and pronoun, thus: de ello > 
del(l)o > de lo (pp. 88-90). The phonetic dif- 
ficulty of quizd is solved in Ford's suggested qui 
te. sapet in which te is regarded as an ethical dative 
(p. 79). 

The note on afe, fg (pp. 108-9) does not ad- 
vance materially the constructive argument for 
habete vos > af6. On the other hand, any form 
of habere as the direct source of fe, he, presents 
an orthographic difficulty not generally recognized. 
Latin initial h disappears not only as a sound but 
as a symbol, -a fact which is not in harmony 
with the sporadic occurrence of Old Spanish e in 
contrast to the more general fe, he. Since the 
appearance of Ford's book, Menendez Pidal has 
published his Arabic etymology (Cantar de Mio 
Oid, ii, p. 686). The Arabic demonstrative he 
is found in such combinations as he h'a7- 
'halo,' he hia = ' h6la,' and seems the most 
probable explanation as yet offered. 

The Vocabulary is more than etymological; it 
contains a detailed discussion of word-forms when 
such discussion is of interest or importance. The 
contents are especially complete, embracing not 
only irregularities of orthography and inflection, 
but also paradigms of the strong verbs. Proper 
names are included in the vocabulary, but in the 
case of geographical names the location is not 
given. In some cases the location is discussed in 
the notes, but exceptions are not infrequent ; cf. 
Burueba, Cannas, (7elfa, etc. In the vocabulary 
of a text-book it seems advisable to include such 
scribal compounds as abuena, alo, endia, siuos, 
etc. On the other hand, it seems unnecessary to 
retain in text and vocabulary bio, trava, etc., 
simply because the original scribe left a space in 
writing en bio, en trava. These details, however, 
are subordinate to the excellency of the book as a 
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